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The key purpose 
of the annual conference 
is to provide an opportunity 
to share our research findings.

‘In my view any type of enquiry 
that terms itself research 
must be disseminated 
and opened up to peer review’

(Norton, L. Liverpoool Hope Univ. 
2016)



Registration via the Google Form
Please sign in to show attendance and make sure you have signed-up for 2 presentations in the 
sessions when you are not with David Didau.

08.45-09.00    Introduction to the day (Auditorium) – Julie Harris, Headteacher; Phil Whitehead, 
external lead research consultant;

09.00-10.00   Keynote 1 David Didau (link to his webpage)
Feedback, assessment & marking – How do we know that pupils are making progress?

10.00   Staff disperse to attend presentations in the ESO building.

10.15-11.00    EYFS & KS1 staff with David Didau (Auditorium) How do we know that children are 
making progress? – with specific reference to children in EYFS and KS1.
10.15-11.00    Presentations Slot 1 (ESO classrooms):
Research group (Kathy, Alex, Anna) - Gender Equality 
Research group (Deborah, Mary, Rhiannon) – Reading in the Secondary School
Research group (Annabel, Sian) – The Dyslexia friendly school
Phil Whitehead – The Art and Craft of Flash Fiction 

Timetable



11.00-11.30   Coffee + refreshments (staff dining room).
11.30  Staff disperse to attend second presentation slot (ESO classrooms)

11.40-12.25   KS2 and Secondary staff with David Didau (Auditorium)
How do we know that children are making progress? – with specific reference to children in KS2 and 
Secondary  (Session repeated at 12.30-13.15. Please choose one).
11.40-12.25 Presentations Slot 2 (ESO classrooms):
Research group (Victoria, Sarah, Catriona, Katie) – Understanding of Mathematical Concepts in 
Primary and Eys. 
Research group (Deborah, Mary, Rhiannon) – Reading in the Secondary School
Phil Whitehead – The Art and Craft of Flash Fiction 

12.30-13.15  KS2 and Secondary staff with David Didau (Auditorium) 
How do we know that children are making progress? – with specific reference to children in KS2 and 
Secondary (Repeat of 11.40-12.25 session. Please choose one).
12.30-13.15 Presentations Slot 3 (ESO classrooms):
Research group (Kathy, Alex, Anna) - Gender Equality 
Research group (Annabel, Sian) – The Dyslexia friendly school
Phil Whitehead – The Art and Craft of Flash Fiction Research group 

Timetable



13.15-14.00  Lunch (dining room)

14.00-15.15  Keynote 2 – David Didau (Auditorium)
Implementing findings from cognitive psychology in teaching – what can science tell us about how 
children learn?

15.15-15.45  Where are we now? Cohort 1 research  projects – brief update
Maths– mixed ability teaching (Marta & Suzanna) 
Improving language development and writing in the EYs  (Amy) 
Cómo mejorar nuestra práctica educativa para mejorar el desarrollo del talento individual? (Sandra, 
Montse, Yolanda)

15.45-16.15  Introduction to 3rd research cohort (Phil & Julie)
16.15-16.30 Q & A

16.30  Conference close

Timetable



Conference abstracts



Title: The Art and Craft of Flash Fiction

Key words: writing; creative non-fiction; schools; cross-phase; cross-curricula

Abstract:

From 3 Word Wednesdays to 500 Word Stories, writing short is big news in the world of fiction and it’s cross-over partner, creative 
non-fiction.

In this session, Phil will demonstrate his recent work with children and young people in schools, art galleries, cafes and by the sea 
using short forms of writing to engage and encourage young writers.

The model is currently under investigation as a doctoral study working with schools and young people in England and in international 
schools.

The session will be practical and relevant across subjects and phases.

Phil Whitehead

The Art and Craft of Flash Fiction



Project Question: To investigate and develop ‘dyslexia friendly’ practice within our primary school.

Project Title: Developing a Dyslexia Friendly School

Abstract:
In our multi-lingual, academically focused educational setting, students with dyslexic type difficulties face many challenges day-to-day. 
We work hard to reduce barriers to learning and support these children, but have little feedback from our dyslexic students about how 
successful this is and what they believe helps them most.

The aim of our project was to gain insight into the experiences of our dyslexia pupils, ensuring they have the opportunity to share their 
views. Since the project was focused on the pupil voice, we decided to invite our dyslexic students to participate in a ‘Dyslexia Action 
Group’ where they could share their thoughts, suggest ideas and participate in events aimed at making our school more dyslexic 
friendly.

Good practice and strategies to accommodate students with dyslexia are widely recognised to be good practice for all learners. By 
developing awareness of dyslexia friendly practice within our classrooms, we are helping all our students.

Key words: dyslexia, awareness, student voice, reducing barriers, support, perspectives

Mode of presentation for the conference: presentation
Project team members: Sian Jones and Annabel Stark

A Dyslexia Friendly School



Project Question: How can we improve equal opportunities by challenging gender stereotypes at an international school in 
Spain?

Abstract:
Our project aims to tackle gender stereotype issues to give all learners at Oak House School the same experience with the aim to
promote equal opportunities for girls and boys. It aims to promote and support a whole school approach to challenging stereotypes 
to ensure all children reach their full potential.

The school will then develop structures and behaviours that allow students to be truly able to make choices free from gender 
stereotypical lines. Challenging gender prejudices and stereotypes throughout the education cycle, from primary school to IB/ 
Bachillerato, can reduce gender imbalances in other spheres of life. For example, gender segregation in the labour market as a 
result of different educational and professional choices in schools and universities, both for pupils and teachers, is widespread. We 
believe it is essential that we strive for gender equality at Oak House School.

Our project has different elements. Firstly, we are collecting a snapshot of the school in terms of gender equality as it stands at the 
moment. This we have done through observations, questionnaires, photographs, collection of data and statistics.
The intervention will work with both teachers and students in focus groups to reflect on ways to improve gender equality and take 
action derived from existing research literature and ideas which come from pupils and teachers. Results will come from comparing
initial and final scores on a range of criteria selected based on Gender Action in the UK.
Based on the results of this work we will share results which can inform the school towards creating an equal opportunities policy.

Keywords – Equality, equity, gender, stereotypes, opportunities
Research Team: Anna Gurney – IB Maths teacher; Kathy De Ville – Upper Primary school teacher; Alex Johnson – IB Physics teacher

Gender Stereotypes



Project Question: How can we improve attitudes to reading in early secondary school?

ABSTRACT
The purpose of our project was to improve the level of interest and engagement in reading. Methods undertaken were to: give pupils 

choices; give more time to reading; encourage autonomy and creativity.
From here, the project widened in its scope as we noticed improvements in the following areas:
Attitudes & motivation
Adapting teaching practices
Independence & skills
Fostering the culture
Developing a reading community
We had noticed that the majority of 1st ESO pupils have disengaged with reading for pleasure. We perceived a combination of 
potential obstacles: the lack of a library; lack of enticing choices; time restraints; the distraction of moving to ESO and having new 
technology at their fingertips. Our base research survey revealed that 40% of pupils thought that their reading had decreased since 
primary school, citing time limitations as the biggest prevention to their reading more. Instead of a tick sheet reading log and
prescribed book, we offered students a free choice of text and the chance to be creative. We produced an extensive list of activities 
that pupils could complete in response to their independent reading outside of school. We observed a high level of engagement from 
pupils when completing the initial activities. Our observations were confirmed through a second round of questionnaires, given to 
groups B and C in January 2019, which showed us that pupils were responding particularly well to being given variety in the tasks they 
could complete to show their own learning. Our final questionnaire showed that 66% of pupils said that their reading had increased 
during the research period.
This research project has impacted us and our practice in the long term. Next year we will continue using these activities as a method 
of stimulating engagement with reading, and roll them out to 2nd ESO as well. We shall continue to monitor engagement in reading
with the same methods used in the project, as we found them insightful.
Key words: choice, independence, creativity, reading for pleasure, lifelong readers
Researchers Deborah Howarth – Secondary English teacher and subject leader
Mary Murray Brown – Secondary English teacher
Rhiannon O’Grady – Secondary English teacher

Attitudes to Reading



PROJECT QUESTION: How can we deepen pupils’ understanding of mathematical concepts?

With a demanding and fast paced curriculum, we were concerned that some pupils were learning to how to ‘do’ without 
understanding why. Research tells us that “teaching for understanding in mathematics involves presenting the curriculum through 
multiple representations. Representations, which can be used in mathematics education, include physical (concrete), pictorial (static 
visual), and virtual (dynamic electronic) representations (Cope, 2015).

We implemented this CPA approach within our own classrooms and observed the benefits for pupils. Our aim is to embed the 
concrete-pictorial-abstract approach throughout the Primary School. For this to happen, one of our goals was to identify and address 
teacher and pupil barriers to using manipulatives effectively and confidently within our maths curriculum. We hope to develop more 
consistency across the year groups with a whole-school approach to effectively teaching mathematical concepts.

KEY WORDS: manipulatives, visuals, deepened understanding, conceptional, procedural, multiple representations, consistency

PROJECT TEAM: Sarah (Y1), Victoria (Y2), Catriona (Y4) and Katie (Y5)

Understanding of 
mathematical concepts



Rooms

Time Team Team Team Team Team

10.15-11.00

Presentation slot 1

EYFS & KS1 – DAVID DIDAU

(Auditorium)

Gender Equality (in 

English)

(Anna, Kathy, Alex)

MARAGALL

Reading in Secondary 

English

(Deborah, Mary, 

Rhiannon)

BRONTE

The Dyslexia Friendly 

School

(Annabel, Sian)

HYPATIA

The Art and Craft of 

Flash Fiction

(Phil Whitehead)

AUSTEN

11.00-11.30 COFFEE BREAK

11.40-12.25

Presentation slot 2

KS2 & SECONDARY– DAVID 

DIDAU (Auditorium)

Reading in Secondary 

English

(Deborah, Mary, 

Rhiannon)

BRONTE

The Art and Craft of 

Flash Fiction

(Phil Whitehead)

AUSTEN

Understanding of 

Mathematical Concepts

(Catriona, Victoria, 

Sarah, Katie)

SHAKESPEARE

12.30-13.15

Presentation slot 3

KS2 & SECONDARY– DAVID 

DIDAU (Auditorium)

Igualdad de género

(en Castellano)

(Anna, Kathy, Alex)

MARAGALL

The Dyslexia Friendly 

School

(Annabel, Sian)

HYPATIA

The Art and Craft of 

Flash Fiction

(Phil Whitehead)

AUSTEN




